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This invention relates to translucent objects decorated 
with designs or images, and it .particularly pertains to 
photographically decorated transparent or translucent 
glass or ceramic objects with the decorative design or 
image optionally underlaid or overlaid with a colored 
background contrasting in color with the decorative design 
or image and having said design or imageireproduced in 
?ne line detail and in subtle tonal graduations. 
Ve'ntio'n further pertains to a decorative design or image 
having a maximum amount of coloring pigment present 

I_ therein, more especially ifeither is covered with an over 
lay oftglaze or other protective material, and applied to 
a transparent object with a colored background. 

Heretofore, photographically applied designs or images 
on transparent or translucent products have been repro 
duced, but with ̀ the objectionable result that light will 
shine through the images or designs and they are not 

' su?iciently opaque to be of the same brightness and 
intensity as when viewed against an opaque background. 
Furthermore, the pigments in the light sensitive material 

'7 in which the designs or images areformed contain a large 
amount of ?ux combined therewith which, of course, cor 
respondingly dilutes the e?ectiveness ot 'the pigment. 
Some of the glass Vitri?able coloring material often times 

' contains as much as ninety (90%) percent ?ux and as' 
When, therefore,` little as ten (10%) percent pigment. 

such coloring material is used in photographic decoraá 
tion, the amount ofíthe actual coloring material or pig 
ment contained therein is very small in proportíon to 

Then, too, photographic decorat 

some light sensitive materials, particularly 'those contain 
ing metallic salts as a sensitizing agent, have an adverse 
etfect upon some coloring oxides and thus greatly im 
pair the effectiveness of the coloring material because 
of the small proportion of coloring pigment present in 
respect to the ?ux. This objection is avoided here by 
reducing the proportion of the flux, or eliminating it 
altogether, in the light_ sensitive material so that _substan 
tially all of the coloring matter Will be composed of i 
the coloring pigment with little, if any ?ux. › 

Accordingly, one of the objects of the present inven 
', ?tion isin interposing an opaque background layer between 
”a transparent or translucent object to be decorated?and 
the decorative design applied thereon and having'líttle, 
if any ?ux in the coloring material used in the _.design. 

Another object of the invention is to utilize amard 
mum amount of coloring pigment in the light, sensitive 
material in Whichthe design or image is formed. ` 

v Another object of the invention isto overlay the design 
or image with aprotect?ve ?ux material rather than in 

i `jcorporating the?ux with the pigment.. ' 
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2 
ations by having thedesigns more intense and brighter in 
contrast with the background. ' 

Further objects, and objects relating the details of con 
struction and economies of› operation, will readily ap 
pear from the detailed description to follow. In one 
ínstance, I have accomplished the objects of my invention 
by the device and 'means set forth in the following speci? 
cation. My invention is clearly de?ned and pointed out 
in the appended claim. Structures constituting preferred 
embodiments of my invention are illustrated in the draw: 
ings, forming a part of this speci?cation, in which: 

Fig; 1 is a cross-sectional View of one embodiment of 
the invention before ?ring. I ' 

Fig. 2 is a cross-section of the embodiment after ?ring. 
Fig. 3 is a cross-sect?onal view of a second embodiment ~ 

of the invention before ?ring. 
Fig. 4 is a cross-sectional view of 

ment after ?ring. r A , 

Fig. 5 is a cross-section of a third embodiment of the 
invention before ?ring. ' - 

Fig. 6 is aicross-sectional viewof the third embodiment 
after ,?ring. _ 

Fig. 7 is a cross~sectional view of a fourth embodiment 
of the invention before ?ring. 

Fig. 8 is `a cross-sectional view of the fourth embodi 

the second embodi 

Fig. 9 is a cross-sectional view of 'a ?fth embodiment 
before ?ring. ' 

Fig; 10 is a cross-sectional view of the ?fth embodi 
ment after ?ring. 

In photographic designs on objects to` be decorated, it 
- will be ,appreciated thatto reproduce the designs in the 
?ne line detail necessary, the light sensitive coloring ma 

` terial in?which they are reproduced must be in very thin 
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inch. However, on transparent 
layers› or ?lms, prefe'rably of 'a thickness of .001 to .0,03 

or translucent objects this 
permits the light to shinethrough the designs and dim 
their brightness and intensity. Then, too,„the pigment 
or coloring component of the coloring material contains 
a large amount of ?ux, more often a preponderant pro 
portion,' so that' the color e?ectiveness of some colors 
thereof is materially reduced by reaction between-the pig 
ment _and some light sensitive materials, more particularly 
that caused by metallic salts, usually contained in some 
light sensitive materials, upon the oxides in some color 
ing materials.~ .? ~ ' I t 

The aim of ' the presentjinventior? is to' provide' a 
colored background on one side of the design and a 
transparent or translucent foreground on the other'side 
through which the design is visible. Then, too, the color 
ing matter in the light sensitive material _is` substantially 

~ free from ?ux so that a maximum amount of colored 
_. material will be in the design, thereby rendering said 
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in formingthe 
Vwith. i' 'ma?es isa 

design brighter and* more _intense than if diluted with ?uX. 
'If any protection is required for the designs, they gare' 
overlaid 'with a ?url( or" glaze after being applied .rather 
thanlbeing'inc'or'porated within the coloringmaterial. 

_ Referring 'speci?cally?'toi the ' drawings ir'? which like' 
numerals are usecl'to designate like parts, numeral 3 is an 
object to be decorated, such as glass, china, ea'rthenware, 
porcelain-enamel or metal, more particularly transparent “ 
or translucent“ glass with a colored background for the 
design'` interposed between the object- to ,be decorated. 
and thedesig??' V ' " 'i ii ' * " 

A coloredlayer 
surfacepn the _object 3 to be, decorated 
layer_ coinp'rises ia pigment, in the ,fo ' 
or without, any ssubstantial ;amount ,gl 

2 (Figs. ,l?što 4) isapplied to aselected , 
coloring i 

„.oxides, with ` 

,. i „..fluäí:míxci?íihe.re 

` 

'soft iglass ground to a very ?ne mesh' 
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or powder, and which, upon being ?red to melting tem 
perature, will fuse itself to the colored oxide particle for 
imprisoning them in a glass surface. Such ?ux pigments 
are sold commercíally under the name of overglaze pig 
ments, overglaze colors, porcelain enamel pigments, por 
celain-enamel colors, glass pigments, glass colors and 
.glass .paints. They w?l be referred to here for conven 
ience as ?ux 'coloringemateriaL meaning ~a mixture or" 
`pigment material and_ ñuX 'without'limitation as to the 
particular pigment material or ,to *the ñux, or to their 
proportions. The'proportion of the ñux to the pigment 
or coloring matter, and-the type of ?ux, vary consider 
ably, depending upon the article to be decorated and the 
?ring temperature .to- whichtit is to be'subjected. The 
ñux should be of a nature to assistinethe development of 
the color used and be of a character suitable to ,the pur 
poses for which the decorated object is used. It should 
resist abrasionsand Chemical reaction With materials with 
which the decorated object 'may be contacted, such as 
cleaning and sterilizing materials. Then, too, the ?uX 
should ;have the same therrnal expansion 'characteristics 
as the material or object on which it is ?red. 
A photographic design 4 is reproduced in light sensitive 

material in any conventional manner, or vpreferably by 
the method of my application Serial No. 162,754 which 
is incorporated hereín by reference and trelied upon in 
íullas a part of the disclosure for photographically deco 
rating the objects. All of the portions of the light sensi 
tive coating, except that in which the design is tormed, 
are removed, leaving only the design 4' as shown in the 
drawing. While design 4 is referred to as a photographíc 
design, it will be understood that it maybe applied in any i 
other manner, such as rubber stamping, transfers and, 
the like. . 

The design applied by the method of my application is 
particularly suitable, since it is formed in two separately 
applied light sensitive layers, the ?rst applied layer being' 
free of the pigment and the second applied layer contain 
ing pigment. consequently, the design is brighter and 
more intense, as well, asbeing sharper. and in ?ner detail 

i `- than conventionally .applied designs as there will be no 
.objectionable shaded background. 

The decorated design or image is overlaid with a trans 
parent fusible ?ux layer 5, free of pigment, this serving 
`as a protective layer both for the design and the colored 
background. 'The colored background layer 2 may be 
somewhat greater in area than the area of the design or 
image (Figs. l and 2), particularly ir" said colored back 
ground contains sui?cient ?ux to cover and protect ?the 
coloring pigments therein, but if the colored background 
tmaterialís substantially free from ?ux as is the coloring , 
material in the design, the superimposed layer 5 is of 
greater area than the colored background 2, as shown in 
Figs. 3 and 4 to completely cover ,the design and the 
background layer. V EXcept for thisdiíference as to the 
areas of the protective overlay layer and the background 
in respect toeach other, the embodiments in Figs. lto 4 
are the same. ` 

In the embodiment of Figs. 5 and e, the design 4 is .. 
applied directly to the transparent or translucent base 3, 
'with the colored layer 2 overlying the design or _image 4. , 
In this embodiment, ̀ the desigrnor, thernaterial forming 
same, may be free from ?ux since it is protected between 

- the_ base' 3 and the overlying colored layer. HoweVer, 
sut?cient ?ux is contained in the overlay layer to protect 
the design and also the pigment in said overlying colored 
layer,'and if there bernany ?ux in the design it will, fuse 
with that in the overlay layer. Or the design'and colored 
layer can both be free of ?ux with a transparent protec 
tive layer of ?uxías an overlay, as in Figs. l_to 4. 
The'embodiment in Figs, 7 and ,8 is the same as the! 
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A. 
2 and the design 4 to i?npríson the pigments thereof and 
protect them. 
The embodiment of Figs. 9 and 10 discloses the design 

4 applied directly to the surface of transparent or trans 
lucent object 3 and said design is overlaid with the trans 
parent layer 5, there being-no colored background, such 
as shown in Figs. 1 to 8. This embodiment particularly 
pertains to designs utilizing pigments of intense coloring 
properties !and which retain such properties after being 
?red, it being understood that some pigments which are 
inherently intense are unstable in the ñring operation so 
as to lose some of their inherent color intensity. 

Figs. 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9 show the various embodiments 
as they are manufactured and prepared' prior to '?ríng, 
whereas Figs. 2,› 4, 6, 8 and 10 show the respective 
embodiments after they have been ?red. The super 
imposed layers 'will ?ow to someextent, and the design 
will, when superimposed on the background layer (Figs. 
1 to 8), slightly settle itself to be partially embedded 
within the colored background. ' 

It will be understood that any carrier or binding 
medium for the colo?ing material, in addition to or in 
lieu of ?ux will be of such anature as to burn out and 
leave no residue when the prepared decorated object is 
?redat a temperature to melt the protective ?ux layer 
or the fluxed design and/ or colored background. 

in the embodiments of Figs. 1 to 4,_ the design is'laid 
down on the :colored background, and .will ibe visible 
through the transparent overlaid glaze 5, the ,colored 
background being interposed between the transparent or 
translucent object 3 .and the -superimposed design ,4 'and 
overlay _5. So, too, will the embodiment inFígs. 7 and 8 
be visible from _the top above the .colored background on 
which it is formed. ' , 

In the embodiment of Figs. 5 and 6,7the design is 
visible from, the bottom through the transparent or trans 
lucent` object ,which is decorated, _it being overlaid -with 
the colored background, :whereas in ̀ theembodiment of 
Figs. ̀ 9 ,and lOvthedesign is visible fromeither side. 
However, in all of the. embodiments, thedesign is 

.made from coloredmaterial having amaximunramount 
of pigment therein .s'o that it _will be of maximum bright 

A ness andintensity, .there being only a small amount of 
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?ux,_if any, used .with the pigment. If any carrier or 
_binder ~`is used _for applying the pigment, it is such that 
it-will burn out and disappearwithout any objectionable 
residue being left, leaving .a maximum amount of pig 
ment deposited both in „the coloredbackground and the 
design., t' V I ? 

The terms transparent and translucent are used inter 
vchangeably r?'ferring broadly to objects which are trans 
parent or translucent.` i › g . v 

_While?the roregoing has been_ described particularly 
'in reference to ?1'eable:fusible layers in which the de 
›s?gnsare found, it willbe understood that the invention 

› is also applicable to `layers-which need not be ?red for 
fusion; purposes but` simplyiheated suf?ciently to set. or 

v ?hardenrthem. Accordingly, the background layer for the 
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embodimentin Figs. 1› to 4, except thatthe superimposed ' 
~ overlying transparent glaze 5has been omitted, suf?cient 
?ux being, containedwithin the colored background layer 75 

› design *or the protective layer Overthe design,` or'both, 
could be formed of such materials as transparent, or 
opaque plastics of which Organic silicon oxidepolymers 
are representative. v › v 

I am aware .that there may be various changes in de 
tails?of Construction ;and composition without ,departing 
tromsthe spirit of my' invention, and, therefore, Iclaim 
my invention broadly as indicated bytheappended claim. 

V, Having thus described my invention, what I claim as 
'new :and useful, andVdesire .to secure by U.S.` Letters 
'l?,atent,` is: ' ` ` ` 

__ A??reable photographically ,decorated object compris 
ing a'translucent base,'a colored'background` layer ap 
`plied thereto, a photographic.design?formed in a ?reable 
,pig?nented lightsensitizedlayer superimposed on a non_ 
=p?gmenteçtb??rnable lightísensitized layer' appliedto the' 
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colored background layer, and a fusíble protective layer 
over the photographíc design. 
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